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LOCAL DUALITY FOR CONNECTED Z-ALGEBRAS
I. MORI AND A. NYMAN
Abstract. We develop basic homological machinery for Z-algebras in order
to prove a version of local duality for Ext-finite connected Z-algebras. As an
application, we compare two notions of regularity for such algebras.
Throughout this paper, k will denote a field over which all objects are defined.
1. Introduction
In algebraic geometry, projective varieties over k are studied via their homoge-
nous coordinate rings, which are commutative, connected, finitely generated N-
graded k-algebras. This simple observation inspired some of the early development
in noncommutative algebraic geometry, in which geometric objects are defined in
terms of (possibly noncommutative) Z-graded rings, specializing to the usual com-
mutative theory [1], [20]. The subject has since blossomed, finding points of contact
with physics, differential geometry and number theory.
In another approach to the subject, initially explored in [2] and [14] and further
developed in [19] and [15], geometric objects are constructed from Z-algebras, which
are defined in terms of pre-additive categories whose objects are indexed by Z. From
this perspective, the Z-algebra associated to a pre-additive category is its ring of
morphisms. For example, if X is a projective variety embedding in a projective
space and O(i) denotes the i-th tensor power of the tautological line bundle, one
defines Dij = HomOX (O(−j),O(−i)) and one gets the Z-algebra
⊕
i,j Dij with
multiplication induced by composition. In fact, given any collection of objects in a
category indexed by a set I, one can form the associated I-algebra in a similar way.
Not only can one recover the theory of Z-graded algebras from that of Z-algebras
in the sense that every Z-graded algebra is graded Morita equivalent to a Z-algebra
[15], [19], but also various results from graded ring theory have much simpler con-
ceptual proofs when viewed from the Z-algebra perspective (see, for example [15,
Theorem 1.2]). As another example of the utility of Z-algebras, M. Van den Bergh
discovered, via deformation theoretic arguments, that there should be more non-
commutative quadric surfaces than had been found as noncommutative spaces aris-
ing from cubic AS-regular algebras of dimension 3, and realized these missing spaces
as having Z-algebras coordinate rings [19]. Van den Bergh also discovered a general
notion of noncommutative P1-bundles over commutative schemes using Z-algebras
that generalized the initial notion studied by D. Patrick utilizing Z-graded algebras
[13].
Although the Z-algebra approach to noncommutative projective geometry may
be the more natural one as discussed above, for historical reasons it has not been
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pursued as vigorously as the Z-graded approach. The goal of this paper is to
develop enough basic homological machinery of modules over Z-algebras to prove a
Z-algebra version of local duality [17, Theorem 5.1(2)]. As an application of local
duality, we explore the relationship between several notions of regularity studied
in [9] in the Z-graded context, AS-regularity and ASF-regularity. In particular we
show, in Theorem 7.10, that these conditions are equivalent under a hypothesis
which, in the Z-graded context, follows from the existence of a balanced dualizing
complex. In the Z-graded case, the equivalence of these conditions follows from [9,
Theorem 3.12] and [10, Theorem 2.19]. In addition, we employ local duality to prove
a Z-algebra version of [7, Theorem 3.3], which gives a duality between the bounded
derived categories Db(cohA) and Db(cohAop). As is stated and substantiated in [7],
this duality is fundamental to many of the applications of local duality in both the
commutative and noncommutative worlds.
One of the themes of projective geometry is to characterize a space via its ho-
mological properties. Although there are currently few such results in noncommu-
tative projective geometry, the theory would benefit from further development in
this direction. Our ultimate goal, which will be realized in a companion paper,
is to obtain a Z-algebra version of the recognition theorem of Mori and Ueyama
[10] which characterizes those abelian categories which are noncommutative spaces
which have coordinate rings Z-graded AS-regular algebras.
We now give a brief description of the contents of this paper. In Section 2, we
recall the definition and basic properties of I-algebras and their opposites. We then
define, in Section 3, the main objects of study in this paper, connected Z-algebras.
It turns out that, as in the Z-graded case, the Ext-finite condition introduced in
[17] plays a key role in studying and using the torsion functor in the context of local
duality. Next, in Sections 4 and 5, we introduce internal tensor functors and their
left derived functors and internal hom functors and their right derived functors,
and prove enough of the standard results about them to establish local duality and
study regularity. The reason these functors must be redefined in the Z-algebra
setting stems from the fact that, unlike in the Z-graded case, bimodules over Z-
algebras are indexed by pairs of integers. Although these sections contain material
similar to results appearing in [12] and [4], they develop the material in greater
generality in order to accommodate the applications in this paper. In Section 6, we
define and study derived functors of hom and tensor, and then prove local duality.
We follow the approach to this material from [22], making some minor changes for
the Z-algebra setting. Finally, in Section 7, we use local duality to prove Theorem
7.8, our version of [7, Theorem 3.3] mentioned above. We conclude the paper by
describing Z-algebra versions of two notions of regularity studied in [9], and showing
that these conditions are equivalent (Theorem 7.10).
2. I-algebras
Let I be a set. In this section, we recall (from [19, Section 2]) the notions
of I-indexed algebras and I-indexed analogues of various ring theoretic concepts.
We recall that an I-indexed algebra A is a pre-additive category whose objects
are indexed by I and denoted {Oi}i∈I , and whose morphisms are denoted Aij :=
Hom(Oj ,Oi). If the category is in fact k-linear, which we assume from now on, then
we say A is an I-indexed k-algebra or, abusing terminology, an I-algebra. We will
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often further abuse terminology and call the ring A =
⊕
i,j Aij with multiplication
given by composition an I-algebra. We let ei denote the identity in Aii.
Let A be an I-indexed algebra. A (graded) right A-module is a graded abelian
groupM =
⊕
i∈IMi with multiplication maps Mi×Aij→Mj satisfying the usual
module axioms (see [19] for more details). We let GrA denote the category of graded
right A-modules and we let A − Gr denote the category of graded left A-modules.
We call a graded right A-module free if it is a direct sum of modules of the form
eiA for possibly different i ∈ I, and free and finitely generated is this direct sum
is finite. By (see [19, Section 2]), the category GrA is a Grothendieck category so
has enough injectives, and the objects eiA are projective, so that GrA has enough
projectives.
As for rings, one way to see the symmetry between left and right modules is to
introduce the opposite algebra Aop which is just the opposite category. Specifically,
Aop is the I-algebra with (Aop)ij = Aji, and with multiplication of f ∈ (A
op)ij and
g ∈ (Aop)jk defined as f · g := gf ∈ Aki = (A
op)ik.
Throughout this paper, we let K denote the Z-algebra with
Kij :=
{
k if i = j
0 otherwise
and with multiplication induced by that of k.
Definition 2.1. Let A and B be I-algebras. We let Bimod(A − B) denote the
following category: an object of Bimod(A − B) is a set M :=
⊕
i,j∈IMij where
Mij is an abelian group for all i, j ∈ I, together with group homomorphisms µijk :
Mij ⊗k Bjk → Mik and ψijk : Aij ⊗k Mjk → Mik for all i, j, k ∈ I making M an
A-B bimodule. Morphisms of objects in Bimod(A − B) are defined in the obvious
way.
Let A be an I-algebra and let B be an H-algebra. We define an I ×H-algebra
A⊗k B by
(A⊗k B)(i,h)(i′,h′) := Aii′ ⊗k Bhh′ .
If A is an I-algebra, then the enveloping algebra Aop ⊗k A is an I
2-algebra.
The next result collects various equivalences between graded module categories.
To state it we introduce one more construction: if A is a Z-algebra, we let A˜op be
the Z-algebra defined by setting (A˜op)ij := A−j,−i, with multiplication defined as
follows: if f ∈ (A˜op)ij and g ∈ (A˜op)jk, we let f · g := gf ∈ A−k,−i = (A˜op)ik. The
notation A˜op will be justified in Proposition 2.2. We will also employ the following
notation: if C and D are categories, we write C ≡ D to mean there is an equivalence
of categories C→ D.
Proposition 2.2. Let A and B be I-algebras. There are equivalences
(1) Bimod(A−B) ≡ GrAop ⊗k B,
(2) Aop − Gr ≡ GrA,
(3) GrAop ≡ A− Gr,
Furthermore, if A is a Z-algebra, then Aop is left and right graded Morita equivalent
to A˜op.
Proof. The proof is routine but we include part of the proof of the last result. We
define a functor F : GrA → A˜op − Gr as follows: we let F (M)i := M−i and if
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a ∈ (A˜op)ji = A−i,−j and m ∈ F (M)i, we define a ·m := ma ∈ M−j = F (M)j .
If f : M → N is a morphism in GrA, we define F (f)i = f−i. It is now routine to
check that F has an inverse functor so is an equivalence. Therefore, the fact that
Aop and A˜op are left graded Morita equivalent follows from part (2). 
We now describe notation we will invoke in the sequel. Let A,B be I-algebras.
For each h ∈ I, there is a natural restriction functor resh : Bimod (A − B)→GrB
defined by M 7→ ehM and similarly for left modules. Furthermore, for the proof
of Lemma 2.3 and the statement of Lemma 2.4 below, we will use the following
notation: if M ∈ A − Gr and N ∈ GrB, then we define M ⊗k N ∈ Bimod(A − B)
by (M ⊗k N)ij =Mi ⊗k Nj .
Lemma 2.3. Let h ∈ I. If J is an injective A − B-bimodule, then Jeh is an
injective left A-module and ehJ is an injective right B-module.
Proof. There is an exact left adjoint to resh, Aeh ⊗k −, which sends the B-module
P to the A−B-bimodule defined by Aeh ⊗k P . The result follows from this. 
There are also the usual restrictions induced by morphisms of I-algebras: We let
ARes : Bimod(A − B) → Bimod(A −K), ResB : Bimod(A − B) → Bimod(K − B)
and Resk : Bimod(A−B)→ Bimod(K−K) denote the obvious restriction functors.
We call an object M ∈ Bimod(A −B) a B-injective if ResBM is injective, and we
define B-projective similarly.
Lemma 2.4. If M ∈ A− Gr, then the object M ⊗k ejB of Bimod(A− B) is a B-
projective for all j ∈ I. Therefore, {Aei⊗kejB}i,j∈I is a set of projective generators
for Bimod(A−B) consisting of B-projectives.
Proof. If we let iM denote the left K-module with
iMj =
{
Mi if j = i
0 otherwise,
then there is a canonical K −B-bimodule isomorphism
M ⊗k ejB →
⊕
i
iM ⊗k ejB.
Therefore, to prove the first result, it suffices to show Kei ⊗k ejB is a projective
K −B-bimodule. To prove this, suppose N is a K −B-bimodule. Then the map
HomBimod(K−B)(Kei ⊗k ejB,N)→ HomGrB(ejB, eiN) ∼= Nij
with first composite sending f to f(ei⊗−) is an isomorphism, establishing the first
result.
To establish the second result, we first show that {Aei ⊗k ejB}i,j∈I is a set of
generators for Bimod(A−B). Let e′j denote the identity in Bjj to avoid the potential
confusion. Since eopi ⊗ e
′
j is the identity in (A
op ⊗k B)(i,j)(i,j) = A
op
ii ⊗k Bjj , and
since Aei ⊗k e
′
jB is sent to (e
op
i ⊗ e
′
j)(A
op ⊗k B) under the equivalence functor
Bimod(A−B)→ GrAop ⊗k B
from Proposition 2.2, we conclude that {Aei ⊗k e
′
jB}i,j∈I is a set of generators for
Bimod(A−B).
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The second part will now follow from the first part if we can show that Aei⊗kejB
is a projective A−B-bimodule. This follows since the map
HomBimod(A−B)(Aei ⊗k ejB,N)→ Nij
defined by sending f to fij(ei⊗ ej) is an isomorphism, as the reader can check. 
3. Connected Z-algebras
We begin this section by introducing some terminology. Following [19, Section
2], we say that a Z-algebra A is positively graded if Aij = 0 for all i > j and that
A is negatively graded if Aij = 0 for all i < j. For n a nonnegative integer, we let
A≥n denote the subobject of A in Bimod(A−A) given by
⊕
j−i≥n Aij .
The terminology “Ext-finite” in the following definition is due to [17, Section 4].
Definition 3.1. Let A be a positively graded Z-algebra. Then
• A is connected if for all i, Aii is a division ring over k,
• if M is in GrA and A is connected, an exact sequence
· · ·F2
ψ2
→ F1
ψ1
→ F0 →M → 0
is a minimal free resolution of M if for all i ≥ 1, imψi ⊂ Fi−1A≥1, and
Fi−1 free,
• A is right Ext-finite if A is connected, and for all i, eiA/(eiA)≥i+1 has a
minimal free resolution, each of whose terms is free and finitely generated,
• A is left Ext-finite if A is connected, and for all i, Aei/(Aei)≤i−1 has a
minimal free resolution, each of whose terms is a finite direct sum of modules
of the form Ael for various l, and
• A is Ext-finite if A is both right Ext-finite and left Ext-finite.
We note that if A is positively graded, then Aop is negatively graded, and A˜op
is positively graded. Furthermore, if A is connected, then so is A˜op.
For the remainder of the paper, we let e˜i denote the unit in (A˜op)ii.
Lemma 3.2. If A is left (right) Ext-finite, then A˜op is right (left) Ext-finite.
Proof. Suppose A is left Ext-finite. Under the equivalence in the last part of Propo-
sition 2.2, e˜iA˜op goes to Ae−i, while (e˜iA˜op)≥i+1 goes to (Ae−i)≤−i−1. Therefore,
A˜op is right Ext-finite. The proof of the other assertion is similar. 
Remark 3.3. If A is Ext-finite, it follows that Aij is finite dimensional over both
Aii and Ajj .
Lemma 3.4. Suppose A is right Ext-finite. Then for all i ∈ Z and all n ≥ 1,
ei(A/A≥n) has a resolution, each of whose terms is free and finitely generated.
Proof. The conclusion is true when n = 1 by definition of right Ext-finiteness.
Suppose the result holds for some n ≥ 1. Since there is a canonical exact sequence
in GrA
0→ ei(A≥n/A≥n+1)→ ei(A/A≥n+1)→ ei(A/A≥n)→ 0
the result follows from [21, Lemma 2.2.8], from the fact that
ei(A≥n/A≥n+1) ∼= Ai,i+n ⊗Ai+n,i+n ei+n(A/A≥1).
and from Remark 3.3. 
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Suppose A is a Z-algebra. A graded right A-moduleM is right bounded ifMn = 0
for all n >> 0. We let TorsA denote the full subcategory of GrA consisting of
modules whose elements m have the property that the right A-module generated
by m is right bounded.
Lemma 3.5. If A is a right Ext-finite, connected Z-algebra, then TorsA is a Serre
subcategory of GrA, and there is a torsion functor τ : GrA→ TorsA which sends a
module to its largest torsion submodule.
Proof. If N ∈ TorsA, it is elementary to check that any submodule or quotient
module of N is also in TorsA. Conversely, suppose we have a short-exact sequence
0→M → N → P → 0
with M,P ∈ TorsA. Let n ∈ Nj . Then there exists an l ≥ j minimal such that
n ·Ajl′ ⊂M for all l
′ ≥ l. We prove the result by induction on l− j. If l = j, then
n ∈M so that n is a torsion element.
Now we consider the general case. Since A is right Ext-finite, there are finitely
many generators a1, . . . , am of (ejA)≥j+1. By the induction hypothesis, nai is
torsion for all i. Thus, if ai ∈ Ajqi , then for sufficiently large p, naiAqip = 0 for
all i. Therefore, for sufficiently large p, if x ∈ Ajp, then n · x = 0. Therefore, n is
torsion. 
3.1. Graded coherence. We now review the basic facts about coherence from [14]
which we will need in the sequel. For the rest of Section 3, we let A denote a con-
nected Z-algebra. We warn the reader that our grading convention and assumptions
on A differ slightly from those appearing in [14].
We say that M ∈ GrA is finitely generated if there is a surjection F →M where
F is free and finitely generated. We sayM is coherent if it is finitely generated and
if for every homomorphism f : F → M with F free and finitely generated, ker f
is finitely generated. We denote the full subcategory of GrA consisting of coherent
modules by cohA. By [14, Proposition 1.1], cohA is an abelian subcategory of GrA
closed under extensions.
We call A right-coherent if the right modules ejA and ejA/(ejA)≥j+1 are coher-
ent. In the case that A is a connected Z-algebra, finitely generated in degree one,
then the condition that the modules ejA are coherent implies that A is coherent.
The definition of left-coherence is similar.
The following is [14, Lemma 1.2].
Lemma 3.6. If A is right coherent, then every M ∈ cohA has a resolution
· · · → F 2 → F 1 → F 0 →M → 0
with F i free and finitely generated.
4. Internal tensor functors and their left derived functors
In this section, we develop the basic properties of the tensor product of bimodules
and their associated left-derived functors.
4.1. Internal tensor. Suppose I is a set and A, B and C are I-algebras. If M is
a graded A-module and N is an A−B-bimodule, we let
M⊗
A
N := cok
(⊕
l,m
Ml ⊗Al,l Al,m ⊗Am,m emN
µ⊗1−1⊗µ
−−−−−−→
⊕
n
Mn ⊗An,n enN
)
.
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It is right exact in each component being defined by cokernels.
Now, suppose M is an A − B-bimodule and N is a B − C-bimodule. We let
M⊗
B
N denote the A− C-bimodule defined by
(M⊗
B
N)ij := (eiM⊗BN)j
with right-structure that of the right C-module
⊕
i(eiM⊗BN) and with left multi-
plication by A defined in the obvious way. It is also right-exact in each component,
as one can check. In the sequel we will use, without comment, the fact that multipli-
cation induces an isomorphism eiB⊗BN
∼= eiN and an isomorphismM⊗BB
∼=M .
Remark 4.1. Let N be a B−C-bimodule such that, for all h ∈ I, Neh is a projective
left C-module. Then, as usual, the functor −⊗
B
N : Bimod(A−B)→ Bimod(A−C)
is exact. A similar assertion holds replacing the first input with the second.
The proof of the following result is elementary.
Lemma 4.2. Let M be an A−B-bimodule and let N be a B −C-bimodule. Then
M⊗
BB
ResN = ARes(M⊗BN).
For the remainder of Section 4, we assume that A, B and C are connected Z-
algebras. We define A0 as the cokernel of the canonical inclusion A≥1 → A. We
say M ∈ GrA is left-bounded by d if Mi = 0 for i < d. We say N ∈ A − Gr is
right-bounded by d if Ni = 0 for all i > d.
The next result is Nakayama’s Lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Suppose M is left-bounded. Then M⊗
A
A0 = 0 implies that M = 0.
Therefore, if N is left-bounded and f : M → N is a morphism with f⊗
A
A0 a
surjection, then f is a surjection.
Proof. SupposeM is left-bounded by d andMd 6= 0. By right exactness ofM⊗A−,
we have an exact sequence
M⊗
A
A≥1 →M⊗AA
∼=M →M⊗AA0 → 0.
Since the image of the left map is contained in degree greater than d, the hypothesis
implies that Md = 0, a contradiction. Thus, M = 0.
To prove the second part, we apply −⊗
A
A0 to
0→ im f → N → cok f → 0
to obtain an exact sequence
(im f)⊗
A
A0 → N⊗AA0 → cok f⊗AA0 → 0,
and we have (im f)⊗
A
A0 ∼= im(f⊗AA0) = N⊗AA0 by hypothesis so that
cok f⊗
A
A0 = 0.
Since N left-bounded, the first part implies that cok f = 0 as desired. 
Proposition 4.4. Let M be left-bounded by d. Then there exists a multiset of
integers J and a surjection of the form
ψ : F (:=
⊕
j∈J
ejA)→M
such that kerψ ⊂ FA≥1 and j ∈ J implies that j ≥ d. It follows that M has a
minimal free resolution.
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Proof. The second result follows from the first since kerψ is left bounded. We now
prove the first result. Let U be a graded k-subspace of M defined as follows: for
j < d, Uj = 0, Ud =Md, and for j > 0, we let Ud+j be an Ad+j,d+j complementary
subspace of (MA≥1)d+j . By construction, we have M = U ⊕MA≥1, and there
exists a canonical map, φ, from a module of the form
⊕
j∈J ejA to M sending
local units in degree j bijectively to a right Ajj -basis of Uj. By Lemma 4.3, φ is a
surjection, and by construction, kerφ is contained in FA≥1 as desired. 
Now the usual proof, using Lemma 4.3, establishes the following result.
Corollary 4.5. If M is left-bounded and pdM = n, then every minimal free
resolution of M has length n.
4.2. Internal Tor. Let M be an A − B-bimodule. As −⊗
A
M : GrA → GrB is
right exact and GrA has enough projectives, the left-derived functors of −⊗
A
M
exist and can be computed using projective resolutions. We denote the ith such
T orAi (−,M). It follows immediately that T or
A
i (F,M) = 0 if i > 0 and F is
projective. In addition, the proof that the bifunctor T orAi (−,−) is balanced follows
the usual proof [21, Theorem 2.7.2]. For the readers convenience, we include the
Z-algebra version of [21, Proposition 4.4.11] below.
Lemma 4.6. Let N be a left-bounded object of GrA, let pdN 6= 0, and suppose
0→ L→ F → N → 0
is the start of a minimal free resolution (which exists by Proposition 4.4). Then
(1) T orAd+1(N,A0)
∼= T orAd (L,A0) for d ≥ 1, and
(2) pdN ≤ 1 + pdL.
Proof. The first result follows from the long exact sequence induced by applying
−⊗
A
A0 to the given short exact sequence.
If · · · → Fi → · · · → F1 → F0 → N → 0 is the continuation of the given short
exact sequence to a minimal free resolution for N , then it can be truncated to a
minimal free resolution
· · · → Fi → · · · → F1 → L→ 0
of L, whence the second result. 
Proposition 4.7. Suppose N is left-bounded by d. Then pdN ≤ n if and only if
T orAn+1(N,A0) = 0. In particular, N is projective if and only if N has the form⊕
j∈J ejA for some multiset J such that j ∈ J implies j ≥ d.
Proof. The forward direction of the first statement is immediate since T orAn+1(N,A0)
is computable using projective resolutions of N .
Conversely, we first suppose n = 0, i.e. T orA1 (N,A0) = 0. If we have the start
of a minimal free resolution
(4-1) 0→ L→ F → N → 0
then, by hypothesis, the induced sequence
0→ L⊗
A
A0 → F⊗AA0 → N⊗AA0 → 0
is exact. Minimality of (4-1) implies L⊗
A
A0 = 0, so that, since L is left-bounded,
Lemma 4.3 implies that L = 0. Therefore N has the form
⊕
j∈J ejA for some
multiset J such that j ∈ J implies j ≥ d, so pdN = 0. This establishes the
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backwards direction of the first statement in case n = 0 and, together with the
forward direction of the first statement, proves the second statement.
Finally, we complete the proof of the first statement. Suppose n > 0. The first
part of Lemma 4.6 implies T orAn (L,A0) = 0 so that, by induction, pd(L) ≤ n− 1.
Then the second part of Lemma 4.6 implies that pdN ≤ n. 
The next result follows immediately.
Corollary 4.8. Suppose N is a left-bounded object of GrA. Then
pdN = sup{p|T orAp (N,A0) 6= 0}.
We note that A0ej is an A−A-bimodule, so T or
A
p (N,A0ej) exists. Furthermore,
since −⊗
A
Aej is an exact functor, we have
T orAp (N,A0)ej
∼= T orAp (N,A0ej).
It thus follows from Corollary 4.8 that
pdN = sup{p|T orAp (N,A0ej) 6= 0 for some j ∈ N}.
If M is a B − A-bimodule, one can also consider the left-derived functors of
M⊗
A
− : A−Gr→ B−Gr. The above results (Lemma 4.3, Proposition 4.4, Lemma
4.6, Proposition 4.7 and Corollary 4.8) each have versions for right-bounded graded
left A-modules with virtually identical proofs. In particular, we single out
Proposition 4.9. Suppose M is a right-bounded object of A− Gr. Then
pdM = sup{p|T orAp (A0,M) 6= 0}.
Corollary 4.10. Let A be a connected Z-algebra. Then
sup{pd eiA0|i ∈ Z} = sup{pdA0ej |j ∈ Z}.
Proof. By Corollary 4.8 and Proposition 4.9,
sup{pd eiA0|i ∈ Z} = sup{p|T or
A
p (eiA0, A0ej) 6= 0 for some i, j ∈ N}
= sup{pdA0ej|j ∈ Z}.

Proposition 4.11. Let A be a connected Z-algebra such that
sup{pdA0ej |j ∈ Z} = n <∞
and let N be a left-bounded object of GrA. Then pdN ≤ n.
Proof. By the comment following Corollary 4.8, it suffices to prove that
T orAp (N,A0ei) = 0
for all i ∈ Z and all p ≥ n + 1. Since N is left-bounded, it has a minimal
free resolution by Proposition 4.4. Tensoring this resolution with A0 and tak-
ing homology at the pth term yields T orAp (N,A0). Since T or
A
p (−,−) is balanced,
T orAp (N,A0ei) = T or
A
p (N,A0)ei can also be computed by tensoring a minimal free
resolution of A0ei by N . The result now follows from Corollary 4.5. 
5. Internal Hom functors and their right derived functors
In Section 5.1 and Section 5.3 we review the definition and basic properties of
the internal Hom functors and their derived functors studied in [12].
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5.1. Internal Hom. We begin by defining the internal Hom functor. Suppose I
is a set and A, B, C and D are I-algebras. For M an object in Bimod(A−B) and
N an object in GrB, we let
HomB(eiM,N)
denote the right Aii-module with underlying set HomGrB(eiM,N) and with Aii-
action induced by the left action of Aii on eiM , and we let
HomB(M,N)
denote the object in GrA with ith component HomB(eiM,N) and with multipli-
cation induced by left-multiplication of A on M .
Next, suppose M is an A−B-bimodule and N is a C −B-bimodule. We define
a C −A-bimodule HomB(M,N), as follows: we let
HomB(M,N)ij := HomB(M, eiN)j ,
we endow HomB(M,N) with right A-module multiplication inherited from that of
HomB(M, eiN) (where we consider eiN to be an object of GrB), and we let the
left C-module multiplication be canonical.
Remark 5.1. We note that HomB(−,−) is left exact in each variable, and for each
injective J in Bimod(C −B), HomB(−, J) is exact.
The following result is elementary but will be needed later.
Lemma 5.2. Let M be an A−B-bimodule and let N be a C −B-bimodule. Then
there is an equality
Resk(HomB(M,N)) = HomB(ResBM,ResB N).
As expected, one has adjointness of internal Hom and tensor:
Proposition 5.3. Let M be an A−B-bimodule, let N be a B − C-bimodule, and
let P be a D − C-bimodule. Then
(1) for each i, j ∈ I, there is a canonical isomorphism of Dii − Ajj-bimodules
natural in all inputs
ψij : HomC((ejM)⊗BN, eiP )
∼=
−→ HomB(ejM,HomC(N, eiP )),
(2) there is a canonical isomorphism of D − A-bimodules natural in all inputs
Ψ : HomC(M⊗BN,P )
∼=
−→ HomB(M,HomC(N,P )).
Proof. The first result is straightforward and follows the usual proof in the graded
case. For the second result, let Ψij := ψij . Then the fact that Ψ is natural and a
bimodule map follows from naturality in part (1). 
5.2. The duality functor. In this section, we define the duality functor and de-
scribe its basic properties. Once again, we let I be a set and we let A, B and C
denote I-algebras. If M ∈ Bimod(A − B), then we first observe that the K − A-
bimodule HomK(AResM,K) has a left B-module structure induced from the right
structure of M , and we let
D : Bimod(A−B)→ Bimod(B −A)
denote the functor
D(M) = HomK(AResM,K)
with the left B-module structure defined above. The functor D is exact.
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Furthermore, if M is an object of GrB, we may consider it as an object M of
Bimod(K −B) by defining
M ij :=
{
Mj if i = 0,
0 otherwise.
In this case, we let D(M) := D(M). A similar comment applies to M in B − Gr.
We omit the straightforward proof of the next lemma, which relates D to the
usual duality functor.
Lemma 5.4. Consider the functor E : Bimod(A−B)→ Bimod(B −A) defined by
letting E(M)ij := Homk((Mji)k, k) and with bimodule structure induced by that of
M . Then D ∼= E.
Proposition 5.5. Let M be an A−B-bimodule and let N be an B −C-bimodule.
Then there are left C-module structures on HomB(M,HomK(B ResN,K)) and
HomK(K Res(M⊗BN),K) such that the K −A-bimodule isomorphism
HomB(M,HomK(B ResN,K))
∼= HomK(M⊗BB ResN,K)
= HomK(ARes(M⊗BN),K)
with first composite from Proposition 5.3 and with second composite from Lemma
4.2, is compatible with left C-module multiplication. Therefore there is a natural
isomorphism
HomB(M,D(N))
∼= D(M⊗BN).
Proof. We endowHomB(M,HomK(B ResN,K)) with left C-module structure com-
ing from the left structure on HomK(B ResN,K) defined above and similarly, we
give HomK(ARes(M⊗BN),K) the left module structure as in the definition of the
duality functor.
Next, let cli ∈ Cli. It suffices to show that the diagram
HomK((ejM)⊗BB ResN, eiK)−→HomK(ejM,HomK(B ResN, eiK))y y
HomK((ejM)⊗BB ResN, elK)−→HomK(ejM,HomK(B ResN, elK))
with horizontals from adjointness and with verticals induced by left multiplication
by cli, commutes for all j ∈ I. This can be checked explicitly and we omit the
routine computation. 
5.3. Internal Ext. Let I be a set, let A and B denote I-algebras, and let M ∈
Bimod(A−B). In this section we study the right derived functors of HomB(M,−)
and HomB(ejM,−) considered as functors from GrB to GrB. The fact that
HomB(M,−) and HomB(ejM,−) have right derived functors follows from Re-
mark 5.1. We denote them by ExtiB(M,−) and Ext
i
B(ejM,−). We will invoke the
following notation in this section: if R is a ring, we let ModR denote the category
of right R-modules. If S is a ring and F is an R − S-bimodule, we let F ∗ denote
the right dual of F . We note that since taking the jth degree part of an object of
GrB is an exact functor from GrB to ModBjj , we have
(ExtiB(M,N))j
∼= ExtiB(ejM,N)
for all N in GrB. We further note that the sequence (ExtiB(M,−))i≥0 forms a
universal δ-functor by [5, III, Corollary 1.4].
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For the remainder of this section, we specialize to the case that A is a connected
Z-algebra and M is an A − A-bimodule. For the readers convenience, we recall a
result from [12], (Lemma 5.6 below), which will be needed in Section 7. In order to
do this, we introduce some notation. Suppose F is an Ajj −Aii-bimodule of finite
dimension on either side, and let F ⊗Aii eiM denote the object of Bimod(A − A)
such that
(F ⊗Aii eiM)lm =
{
F ⊗Aii Mim if l = j
0 otherwise,
endowed with the obvious bimodule structure. We recall, from [12, Lemma 6.5],
that the proof of the following lemma comes from uniqueness of universal δ-functors
as in [5, III, Remark 1.2.1].
Lemma 5.6. Suppose F is an Ajj − Aii-bimodule of finite dimension on either
side, and let F ⊗Aii eiM denote the object of Bimod(A − A) defined above. Then
there is a natural isomorphism of ModAjj-valued functors
ExtjA(F ⊗Aii eiM,−)
∼= Ext
j
A(eiM,−)⊗Ajj F
∗.
Corollary 5.7. Suppose A is Ext-finite. Then
ExtiA(A≥n/A≥n+1,−)j
∼= ExtiA(ej+nA0,−)⊗Aj+n,j+n A
∗
j,j+n.
Proof. We have isomorphisms
ExtiA(A≥n/A≥n+1,−)j
∼= ExtiA(ej(A≥n/A≥n+1),−)
∼= ExtiA(Aj,j+n ⊗Aj+n,j+n ej+nA0,−)
∼= ExtiA(ej+nA0,−)⊗Aj+n,j+n A
∗
j,j+n
where the last isomorphism is from Lemma 5.6, which applies since Aj,j+n is finite
dimensional overAjj and Aj+n,j+n by our assumption of Ext-finiteness and Remark
3.3. 
Given the description of TorsA from Lemma 3.5, the following is elementary to
check.
Lemma 5.8. Suppose A is right Ext-finite. Then there is an isomorphism of
functors τ(−) ∼= lim
n→∞
HomA(A/A≥n,−).
Lemma 5.9. Suppose A is right Ext-finite. For i ≥ 0, the functor Ri τ commutes
with direct limits.
Proof. By Lemma 3.4, ejA/ej(A≥n) has a resolution whose terms are free and
finitely generated. By [8, Proposition 8.2, p. 809], ExtiA(ejA/ej(A≥n),−) can
be computed as the ith cohomology of HomA(−,−) applied to this resolution.
Therefore, the functor
lim
n→∞
ExtiA(ejA/ej(A≥n),−)
commutes with direct limits, as desired. 
Lemma 5.10. Suppose A is right Ext-finite. If T ∈ GrA is a torsion module, then
Riτ(T ) = 0 for i > 0.
Proof. By Lemma 5.9, we may assume, without loss of generality, that T is right-
bounded by degree r. The result now follows from [12, Lemma 6.4(3)]. 
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6. Local Duality
Our goal in this section is to prove a version of local duality for connected right
Ext-finite Z-algebras. As many of the proofs in this section are similar to their Z-
graded counterparts, we will rely heavily on proofs already in the literature, while
carefully describing the differences that arise.
Throughout this section, unless otherwise stated, we let A, B, C and D be Z-
algebras. If C is an abelian category, we let K(C) denote the homotopic category
of C, we let K+(C) (resp. K−(C)) denote the full subcategory of K(C) consisting of
bounded below (resp. bounded above) complexes. We let D(C) denote the derived
category of C, and we let D+(C) (resp. D−(C)) denote the full subcategory of D(C)
consisting of bounded below (resp. bounded above) complexes. Finally, we let
D
b(C) denote the full subcategory of D(C) consisting of bounded complexes.
Suppose M• is a complex of A − B-bimodules, N• is a complex of B − C-
bimodules, and P • is a complex of D−C-bimodules. We define Tot(M•⊗
B
N•) as
in [16, Definition 12.22.3] or, equivalently [22, p. 51] and Hom•C(N
•, P •) as in [16,
Section 15.67] or, equivalently [22, p. 49]. In light of Proposition 5.3(2), the proof
of the following proposition is completely analogous to the proof of [16, Lemma
15.67.1] and we omit the details.
Proposition 6.1. There is a natural isomorphism of complexes
Hom•C(Tot(M
•⊗
B
N•), P •)
∼=
−→ Hom•B(M
•,Hom•C(N
•, P •)).
Corollary 6.2. There is a natural isomorphism of complexes of C −A-bimodules
Hom•B(M
•, D(N•)) ∼= D(Tot(M•⊗AN
•)).
Proof. Since AResTot(M
•⊗
B
N•) = Tot(M•⊗
BB
ResN•), it suffices to show that
the adjoint isomorphism from Proposition 6.1
Hom•B(M
•,Hom•K(B ResN
•,K)) ∼= Hom•K(Tot(M
•⊗
BB
ResN•),K)
is an isomorphism of complexes of left C-modules. This follows from Proposition
5.5 in light of the explicit form of the isomorphism from Proposition 6.1. 
Next, we work towards definitions of derived functors of internal tensor and hom
functors. The proof of the following is analogous to the proof of [11, Lemma 21]
and is omitted.
Lemma 6.3. The functor
HomB(−,−) : (Bimod(A−B))
op × Bimod(C −B)→ Bimod(C −A)
descends to a a bi-δ-functor
Hom•B(−,−) : K(Bimod(A−B))
op × K(Bimod(C −B))→ K(Bimod(C −A)).
We now adapt [22, Theorem 2.2] to our context. To do so, we note the next
result, which follows from Lemma 5.2.
Lemma 6.4. There is an equality
Resk(Hom
•
B(M
•, N•)) = Hom•B(ResBM
•,ResB N
•).
As in the proof of [22, Theorem 2.2], we will need the following version of [6, I,
Lemma 6.2].
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Lemma 6.5. Let L denote the full subcategory of K+(Bimod(C − B)) consisting
of complexes which are isomorphic, in K+(Bimod(C − B)), to complexes of B-
injectives. Suppose M• is in K(Bimod(A−B)) and N• ∈ L. If either M• or N• is
acyclic, then Hom•B(M
•, N•) is acyclic.
Proof. By Lemma 6.4, it suffices to show that, under the hypotheses,
Hom•B(ResBM
•,ResBN
•)
is acyclic. This is a complex of bigraded bimodules, which is acyclic if and only if
it is acyclic in each bidegree. Therefore, the result follows from Lemma 2.3 and [6,
I, Lemma 6.2]. 
Our adaptation of [22, Theorem 2.2] follows.
Proposition 6.6. (1) The functor Hom•B(−,−) from Lemma 6.3 has a de-
rived functor
RHom•B(−,−) : D(Bimod(A−B))
op × D+(Bimod(C −B))→ D(Bimod(C −A)).
Furthermore, when N• ∈ D+(Bimod(C −B)) is a complex of B-injectives,
then
RHom•B(M
•, N•) ∼= Hom•B(M
•, N•)
for all M• in D(Bimod(A−B))op.
(2) The functor Hom•B(−,−) also has a derived functor
RHom•B(−,−) : D
−(Bimod(A−B))op × D(Bimod(C −B))→ D(Bimod(C −A)).
When M• ∈ D−(Bimod(A−B))op is a complex of B-projectives then
RHom•B(M
•, N•) ∼= Hom•B(M
•, N•)
for any N• ∈ D(Bimod(C −B)).
(3) The two derived functors coincide on
D
−(Bimod(A−B))op × D+(Bimod(C −B)).
Proof. In light of Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 6.5, we may follow the proof of [22,
Theorem 2.2]. 
Lemma 6.7. The functor
−⊗
B
− : Bimod(A−B)× Bimod(B − C)→ Bimod(A− C)
descends to a bi-δ-functor
Tot(−⊗
B
−) : K(Bimod(A−B))× K(Bimod(B − C))→ K(Bimod(A− C)).
Proposition 6.8. The functor
−⊗
B
− : Bimod(A−B)× Bimod(B − C)→ Bimod(A− C)
has a derived functor
−⊗L
B
− : D−(Bimod(A−B))× D−(Bimod(B − C))→ D−(Bimod(A− C)).
If either M• is a complex of A − B-bimodules which are B-projectives or N• is a
complex of B − C-bimodules which are Bop-projectives, then
M•⊗L
B
N• ∼= Tot(M•⊗BN
•).
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of [22, Theorem 2.5]. 
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Lemma 6.9. Suppose B is a right Ext-finite, connected Z-algebra. Then, the
torsion functor extends to a left-exact functor τ : Bimod(A−B)→ Bimod(A−B).
Proof. Let M be an A−B-bimodule. We define
τ(M) := τ(
⊕
i
eiM)
which, by Lemma 5.9, is isomorphic to
⊕
i τ(eiM). If m ∈ τ(eiM)j and a ∈ Alj
then am ∈ τ(elM). The result follows from this. 
By [21, Theorem 10.5.6], τ has a right-derived functor
R τ : D+(Bimod(A−B))→ D(Bimod(A−B)).
Lemma 6.10. Let A be a right Ext-finite, connected Z-algebra. If K• is a complex
whose terms are free right A-modules and N• is a complex of A − A-bimodules,
then there is a canonical isomorphism
Tot(K•⊗
A
τ(N•)) ∼= τ(Tot(K•⊗AN
•)).
Proof. By Lemma 5.9, τ commutes with direct sums, and the result follows. 
The following is a Z-algebra version of Z-graded local duality [17, Theorem
5.1(2)].
Theorem 6.11. Let A be a right Ext-finite, connected Z-algebra. Let M be an
object in Bimod(K −A). Then
DR τ(M) ∼= RHomA(M,DR τ(A))
in D(Bimod(A−K)).
Proof. By Proposition 2.2(1), there exists an injective resolution of A as an A −
A-bimodule, which we denote by E•. By Lemma 2.4, there exists a projective
resolution K• of M in Bimod(K − A) whose terms are direct sums of modules of
form Kei⊗k ejA. Since each Kei⊗k ejA is a free right A-module, we may view K
•
as a graded right A-module resolution of M = ⊕ieiM whose terms are free. Thus,
by Lemma 6.10, Tot(K•⊗
A
E•) is a τ -acyclic complex. Furthermore, this complex
is quasi-isomorphic to M⊗
A
A ∼=M .
By Lemma 6.10, we have
M⊗L
A
R τ(A) ∼= Tot(K•⊗Aτ(E
•))
∼= τ(Tot(K•⊗AE
•))
∼= R τ(M).
Thus,
RHomA(M,DR τ(A))
∼= Hom•A(K
•, DR τ(A))
∼= D(Tot(K•⊗AR τ(A))
∼= D(M⊗LAR τ(A))
∼= DR τ(M),
where the second map is from Corollary 6.2. 
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7. AS-regularity and ASF-regularity
In this section, we assume A is a connected Z-algebra.
Definition 7.1. A is AS-regular of dimension d and of Gorenstein parameter l if
(1) pd eiA0 = d for all i ∈ Z, and
(2) ExtqA(eiA0, ejA)
∼=
{
A∗ii if q = d and j = i− l
0 otherwise.
Since A is positively graded, Aop is no longer positively graded, but, although
Aop is not isomorphic to A˜op, Aop and A˜op have equivalent graded left and right
module categories by Proposition 2.2. This motivates the following definition.
Definition 7.2. We say the negatively graded algebra Aop is AS-regular of dimen-
sion d and of Groenstein parameter l if A˜op is AS-regular of dimension d and of
Gorenstein parameter l.
Proposition 7.3. Suppose A is an Ext-finite, AS-regular algebra of dimension d
and of Gorenstein parameter l. If n ≥ 1 and N is in GrA, then ExtiA(A/A≥n, N) =
0 for i > d and ExtiA(A/A≥n, emA) = 0 for i 6= d.
Proof. We prove the result by induction on n. When n = 1, the first result follows
from the fact that the jth component of ExtiA(A/A≥1, N) may be computed from
a length d projective resolution of the jth component of A/A≥1, while the second
result follows directly from regularity.
For the general case, we note that the exact sequence
0→ A≥n/A≥n+1 → A/A≥n+1 → A/A≥n → 0
in Bimod(A−A) induces a long exact sequence, of which
ExtiA(A/A≥n, N)→ Ext
i
A(A/A≥n+1, N)→ Ext
i
A(A≥n/A≥n+1, N)
is a part. If i > d the left term is zero by induction while the right term is zero by
Corollary 5.7 (which applies by Remark 3.3) and regularity. Therefore, the center
is zero in this case. If i < d and N = elA, the same reasoning ensures that the
center is zero. 
The proof of the next result generalizes that of [12, Corollary 7.3]. In the proof,
we will utilize the following terminology. Suppose λ, ρ ∈ Z with λ ≤ ρ and let
N ∈ GrA. We write N ⊂ [λ, ρ] if Ni nonzero implies that λ ≤ i ≤ ρ. We say N is
concentrated in degree m if N ⊂ [m,m].
Corollary 7.4. Suppose A is an Ext-finite AS-regular algebra of dimension d and
Gorenstein parameter l, and let N be an object of GrA.
(1) For i > d,
Riτ(N) = 0.
(2) For i 6= d and all j,
Riτ(ejA) = 0.
(3) For all i, j,
(Rdτ(ejA))j+l−i ∼= A
∗
j+l−i,j+l
as right Aj+l−i,j+l−i-modules.
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Proof. By Lemma 5.8 and the fact that GrA has exact direct limits, the first two
results follow directly from Proposition 7.3.
To prove (3), we prove three preliminary claims. We first claim that
ExtdA(A/A≥n+1, ejA) ⊂ [j + l − n, j + l].
To this end, we note that, by Proposition 7.3, the sequence
0→ A≥n/A≥n+1 → A/A≥n+1 → A/A≥n → 0
induces an exact sequence
(7-1)
0→ ExtdA(A/A≥n, ejA)→ Ext
d
A(A/A≥n+1, ejA)→ Ext
d
A(A≥n/A≥n+1, ejA)→ 0.
If n = 0, then the claim follows from AS-regularity. By Corollary 5.7 and AS-
regularity, the third term in (7-1) is concentrated in degree j+ l−n, so the general
case follows from the induction hypotheses and (7-1).
By (7-1), there is an injection
ExtdA(A/A≥i+1, ejA)→ lim
n→∞
ExtdA(A/A≥n, ejA).
We next claim that this injection is surjective in degree j + l − i. To prove this
claim, we note that if n < i, ExtdA(A/A≥n+1, ejA)j+l−i = 0 by the first claim. On
the other hand, if n ≥ i, the canonical map
(7-2) ExtdA(A/A≥i+1, ejA)j+l−i → Ext
d
A(A/A≥n+1, ejA)j+l−i
is an isomorphism, as follows. As in the proof of the first claim, the third term in
(7-1) is concentrated in degree j + l − n, so that
(7-3) ExtdA(A/A≥n, ejA)≥j+l−n+1 → Ext
d
A(A/A≥n+1, ejA)≥j+l−n+1
is an isomorphism. Therefore, the maps
(7-4) ExtdA(A/A≥i+1, ejA)j+l−i → Ext
d
A(A/A≥i+2, ejA)j+l−i →
· · · → ExtdA(A/A≥n+1, ejA)j+l−i
are isomorphisms for every n ≥ i and the second claim follows.
We finally claim that ExtdA(A/A≥n+1, ejA)j+l−n
∼= A∗j+l−n,j+l. To prove this,
we note that when n = 0, the claim follows from AS-regularity of A. For n > 0,
ExtdA(A/A≥n+1, ejA)j+l−n
∼= ExtdA(A≥n/A≥n+1, ejA)j+l−n
∼= A∗j+l−n,j+l
where the first isomorphism follows from the first claim and (7-1), while the second
isomorphism follows from Corollary 5.7 and AS-regularity.
Next, we prove (3). We have
(Rdτ(ejA))j+l−i ∼= lim
n→∞
ExtdA(A/A≥n, ejA)j+l−i
∼= ExtdA(A/A≥i+1, ejA)j+l−i
∼= A∗j+l−i,j+l,
where the first isomorphism is from Lemma 5.8, the second isomorphism follows
from the second claim, and the third isomorphism follows from the third claim. 
Definition 7.5. A connected Z-algebra A is called ASF-regular of dimension d and
of Gorenstein parameter l if for all j ∈ Z,
(1) sup{pd ejA0|j ∈ Z} = d <∞, and
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(2) Rq τ(ejA) =
{
D(Aej+l) if q = d
0 otherwise
as graded right A-modules.
As above, we say that Aop is ASF-regular of dimension d and of Gorenstein
parameter l if A˜op is.
Corollary 7.6. Let A be an Ext-finite AS-regular algebra of dimension d and
Gorenstein parameter l such that Aii = k for all i. Then, for every j ∈ Z, there is
an isomorphism of graded right A-modules
Rq τ(ejA) ∼=
{
D(Aej+l) if q = d
0 otherwise.
Proof. In light of Lemma 5.4, the isomorphism is, componentwise, just that in
Corollary 7.4. It thus remains to check that the isomorphism is compatible with
right multiplication. To this end, we let i < m be nonnegative integers and we let
a ∈ Aj+l−m,j+l−i. We must show the diagram
lim
n→∞
ExtdA(A/A≥n, ejA)j+l−i −→A
∗
j+l−i,j+lx x
lim
n→∞
ExtdA(A/A≥n, ejA)j+l−m−→A
∗
j+l−m,j+l
with verticals induced by left multiplication by a and horizontals from Corollary
7.4, commutes. From the second claim in the proof of Corollary 7.4, it thus suffices
to show
ExtdA(A/A≥i+1, ejA)j+l−i −→A
∗
j+l−i,j+lx x
ExtdA(A/A≥m+1, ejA)j+l−m−→A
∗
j+l−m,j+l
with maps as in the first diagram, commutes. By the proof of the third claim in
the proof of Corollary 7.4, it suffices to show the induced diagram
ExtdA(A≥i/A≥i+1, ejA)j+l−i −→A
∗
j+l−i,j+lx x
ExtdA(A≥m/A≥m+1, ejA)j+l−m−→A
∗
j+l−m,j+l
commutes. Using the proof of Corollary 5.7, it suffices to show that the diagram
ExtdA(Aj+l−i,j+l ⊗ ej+lA0, ejA)−→A
∗
j+l−i,j+lx x
ExtdA(Aj+l−m,j+l ⊗ ej+lA0, ejA)−→A
∗
j+l−m,j+l
with verticals induced by multiplication by a and with horizontal maps from Lemma
5.6, commutes. Finally, this commutes by Corollary 5.7 and the universal property
of universal δ-functors since, by the remark preceding Lemma 5.6, the functors
ExtdA(Aj+l−m,j+l ⊗ ej+lA0,−),
ExtdA(Aj+l−i,j+l ⊗ ej+lA0,−),
ExtdA(ej+lA0,−)⊗A
∗
j+l−m,j+l,
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ExtdA(ej+lA0,−)⊗A
∗
j+l−i,j+l
are components of universal δ-functors. 
Corollary 7.7. If A is Ext-finite, Aii = k for all i, and A is AS-regular of dimen-
sion d and of Gorenstein parameter l, then A is ASF-regular of dimension d and
of Gorenstein parameter l.
Proof. The first condition for ASF-regularity is immediate while the second condi-
tion for ASF-regularity holds by Corollary 7.6. 
For the remainder of this section, τ˜ : GrA˜op → GrA˜op denotes the torsion functor.
The following theorem is our version of [7, Theorem 3.3] (see Remark 7.9).
Theorem 7.8. Suppose A is a connected, Ext-finite, coherent Z-algebra such that
Aii = k for all i. Suppose, further that both A and A
op are ASF-regular of dimen-
sion d and of Gorenstein parameter l. Then
RHomA(−, DR τ(A)) : D
b(cohA)↔ Db(cohA˜op) : RHom
A˜op
(−, DR τ˜ (A˜op))
is a duality.
Proof. By Theorem 6.11, RHom
A˜op
(DR τ(eiA), DR τ˜ (A˜op)) is isomorphic to
RHom
A˜op
(RHomA(eiA,DR τ(A)), D R τ˜ (A˜
op)).
On the other hand, by Remark 3.3, ASF-regularity, and Theorem 6.11,
RHom
A˜op
(DR τ(eiA), DR τ˜(A˜op)) ∼= RHomA˜op(Aei+l[d], DR τ˜ (A˜
op))
∼= RHomA˜op(e˜−i−lA˜
op[d], DR τ˜ (A˜op))
∼= RHomA˜op(e˜−i−lA˜
op, DR τ˜(A˜op))[−d]
∼= DR τ˜ (e˜−i−lA˜op)[−d]
∼= A˜ope˜−i
∼= eiA
in Db(cohA) for every i ∈ Z. Since every object in Db(cohA) has a finite length,
finitely generated free resolution by Lemma 3.6, Proposition 4.11, and Corollary
4.5, the result follows. 
Remark 7.9. By Corollary 7.7, the conclusion of Theorem 7.8 holds if the ASF-
regularity hypothesis is replaced by AS-regularity.
Theorem 7.10. Suppose A is an Ext-finite connected Z-algebra such that Aii = k
for all i, and such that R τ(A) ∼= R τ˜(A˜op) in D(Bimod(A−A)). Then the following
are equivalent:
(1) A is AS-regular of dimension d and of Gorenstein parameter l.
(2) Aop is AS-regular of dimension d and of Gorenstein parameter l.
(3) A is ASF-regular of dimension d and of Gorenstein parameter l.
(4) Aop is ASF-regular of dimension d and of Gorenstein parameter l.
Proof. The fact that (1) implies (3) (and (2) implies (4)) is Corollary 7.7. We now
prove (3) implies (2). We note that since A is right Ext-finite, the proof of Lemma
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6.9 implies that if M is an A − A-bimodule, then eiR τ(M) ∼= R τ(eiM) for all
i ∈ Z. Therefore, by ASF-regularity,
(DR τ˜ (A˜op))ej ∼= e˜−j(DR τ˜ (A˜op))
∼= D(ej R τ˜ (A˜op))
∼= D(ej R τ(A))
∼= D(R τ(ejA))
∼= Aej+l[d]
in D(A − Gr), where we have implicitly used Proposition 2.2 in the first two iso-
morphisms. This implies that e˜j(DR τ˜(A˜op)) ∼= e˜j−lA˜op[d] in D(GrA˜op).
Since A is left Ext-finite, A˜op is right Ext-finite by Lemma 3.2, so that Theorem
6.11 implies (in the third isomorphism below) that
RHom
A˜op
(e˜i(A˜op)0, e˜jA˜op) ∼= RHomA˜op(e˜i(A˜
op)0, e˜j+l(DR τ˜ (A˜op))[−d])
∼= e˜j+l RHomA˜op(e˜i(A˜
op)0, (DR τ˜ (A˜op)))[−d]
∼= e˜j+lDR τ˜(e˜i(A˜op)0)[−d]
∼= e˜j+l(De˜i(A˜op)0)[−d]
∼=
{
k[−d] if j = i− l
0 otherwise.
By Corollary 4.10, pd ei(A˜op)0 ≤ d, while by the calculation above, pd ei(A˜op)0 ≥ d.
This establishes that (3) implies (2), as well as the fact that (4) implies (1). 
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